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Interactions among Drosophila 
larvae before and during collision
Nils Otto1,*, Benjamin Risse1,2,*,†, Dimitri Berh1,2, Jonas Bittern1, Xiaoyi Jiang2 & 
Christian Klämbt1

In populations of Drosophila larvae, both, an aggregation and a dispersal behavior can be observed. 
However, the mechanisms coordinating larval locomotion in respect to other animals, especially in close 
proximity and during/after physical contacts are currently only little understood. Here we test whether 
relevant information is perceived before or during larva-larva contacts, analyze its influence on behavior 
and ask whether larvae avoid or pursue collisions. Employing frustrated total internal reflection-based 
imaging (FIM) we first found that larvae visually detect other moving larvae in a narrow perceptive field 
and respond with characteristic escape reactions. To decipher larval locomotion not only before but also 
during the collision we utilized a two color FIM approach (FIM2c), which allowed to faithfully extract the 
posture and motion of colliding animals. We show that during collision, larval locomotion freezes and 
sensory information is sampled during a KISS phase (german: Kollisions Induziertes Stopp Syndrom 
or english: collision induced stop syndrome). Interestingly, larvae react differently to living, dead or 
artificial larvae, discriminate other Drosophila species and have an increased bending probability for a 
short period after the collision terminates. Thus, Drosophila larvae evolved means to specify behaviors 
in response to other larvae.

Most animals move to find their prey or their appropriate mating partners, to avoid competition for resources or 
to engage in cooperation. The success of this goal-oriented locomotion strongly relies on the surrounding objects 
and animals. For example, avoiding collisions in densely populated areas requires an appropriate perception of 
the surrounding and complex locomotion maneuvers. In many insect clades such as Drosophila, females lay a 
large number of eggs close to a food source1 and thus hatching larvae have to cope with other moving larvae and 
to compete for limited resources. Drosophila larvae are attracted to areas already explored by other larvae via a 
pheromone triggered signaling pathway2. Larvae of different species release different cocktails of attractive pher-
omones2. Thereby, behavioral changes are instructed to route them to distinct areas in common food sources. This 
increases the relative density of conspecifics. It has also been shown that larvae aggregate to perform cooperative 
digging which may increase the feeding efficacy on solid food3–5. Moreover, larvae of two distinct Drosophila 
species avoid to pupate close to larvae of other species but preferentially pupate in the neighborhood of their 
conspecifics6.

How Drosophila larvae perceive other animals and communicate with each other is currently only partially 
understood. There is evidence that Drosophila larvae are able to interact with other larvae via visual or gustatory 
cues. For example, larvae are visually attracted to distinct motion of tethered siblings7. Larval vision is mostly 
mediated by the larval eyes called Bolwig’s organs that are located in small pouches flanking the cephalopharyn-
geal skeleton. The Bolwig’s organ comprises 12 photoreceptor neurons, four of which express the blue sensitive 
Rhodopsin (Rh) 5a and eight express the green sensitive Rh6 8. During feeding, larvae show negative phototaxis, 
which is reversed when wandering larvae leave the food and navigate towards a dry pupariation site9,10. Owing 
to the position of the Bolwig’s organs in the anteriorly directed pouches of the head, a preferential sensitivity to 
frontal light can be determined11.

During larval locomotion, go phases are interrupted by reorientation phases characterized by reduced loco-
motion velocity and intensive head bending. During this phase the Bolwig’s organs probe local light information 
to determine the direction of the successive run. To navigate away from direct illumination requires temporal 
procession of this sensory input12. In addition to the visual system, pheromone mediated communication systems 
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have been described that ensure species-specific recognition of larvae2 but olfactory preference of individual 
larvae is not modulated by surrounding larvae13. All present studies, however, did not consider the influence 
of sensory input on posture and locomotion during collision since segmenting and thus quantifying individual 
animals in these situations is not trivial.

Here, we asked whether Drosophila larvae have evolved means to change their locomotion behavior specif-
ically in response to other larvae in dense populations. To study these aspects, automated tracking and analysis 
tools are required. In the last years several setups and algorithms have been established allowing high-throughput 
approaches, which unfortunately can only partially resolve colliding larvae14–19. To analyze what happens during 
and after a collision event, the identities and posture of the colliding animals must be traceable. A straightfor-
ward solution to this problem is to genetically mark one larva by green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression. 
We recently showed that frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) provides an unprecedented high contrast 
view on crawling animals and developed the FTIR-based imaging (FIM) setup14. For a simultaneous analysis of 
multiple animals with different markers we developed FIM2c (FIM two color20). This technology now for the first 
time allows resolving interacting animals during a collision event in a multi-target imaging approach for high 
throughput experiments. Employing FIM2c, we analyzed larval collision behavior. Colliding larvae show a stere-
otypic behavioral sequence upon contact to scan the touched object. During a one to two seconds lasting KISS 
phase (German: Kollisions Induziertes Stopp Syndrom, or in English: collision induced stop syndrome) larvae 
sample the specimen and behave differently when the collision object is made of unrelated material, a dead or a 
living larva of the same or a related Drosophila species. Our studies support the hypothesis that Drosophila larvae 
perceive the presence of other larvae and reveal a stereotypic influence on behavior which has to be considered 
carefully in multi-animal tracking approaches.

Results
Do larvae avoid or pursue collisions? D. melanogaster larvae feed on moist substrates and leave the food 
during the third instar wandering stage. During their migratory path they often touch other animals. It was pre-
viously shown that larvae are able to use spatially and temporally coded visual stimuli to distinguish relatively 
complex visual patterns and for example respond to quivering larvae tethered above them7.

Therefore, we expected that larvae would react to other larvae if close enough to be visually recognized. To test 
this, we established the SLIT (Single Larva Impact Trench) assay to analyze directed larval locomotion towards 
each other (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Movie 1). When placed into a trench (3 mm wide and 2 mm deep), 62% of the 
larvae moved straight forward in this trench (n =  37). If a second larva is placed in the same trench, but facing in 
opposing direction, the two animals move towards each other. When we placed larvae in the 3 mm wide trench, 
they can easily pass each other. In the dark we detected an evasion reaction only in 15% of the events (n =  39 
events with two larvae of which in 6 cases one larva evaded and no case with both larvae showing an evasion reac-
tion [n =  39/6/0]) (Fig. 1b,c). Interestingly, under normal light conditions in 31% of the cases at least one larva 
showed an evasion reaction (Fig. 1c, n =  119/37/3). This suggests that larvae are capable to use visual information 
to avoid collisions.

To further increase the likelihood for a collision we placed the animals in a narrow trench (1.3 mm wide 
and 1.5 mm deep) which does not allow the larvae to pass each other without touching. In the dark we noted an 
evasion reaction in 24% of the cases (n =  67/16/2) whereas 48% of the larvae showed this reaction given normal 
illumination (Fig. 1b,c; n =  65/31/8). When we repeated these experiments with larvae crawling towards dead 
larvae in the dark, we detected in 15% of the events an evasion reaction (Fig. 1c, n =  26/4/0) whereas in the light 
we noted in 33% of the cases an evasion reaction (n =  24/8/0). This supports the hypothesis that larvae are capable 
to perceive moving larvae visually. To further validate this finding we utilized larvae expressing the cell death gene 
hid in all photoreceptor cells, which renders the Bolwig’s organ blind (GMR>hid)21. These larvae were compared 
to w1118 larvae, which share the same genetic background as the GMR>hid larvae and to Canton S larvae. When 
placed into the narrow trench, only 22% of the blind larvae (n =  70) showed an evasion reaction, whereas 42% of 
the Canton S (n =  69) and 43% of white1118 larvae (n =  69) showed an evasion reaction (Fig. 1c).

The evasion reaction was strongest when the animals were about 0.8 larval-lengths apart (Fig. 1d). It is known 
that larvae are sensitive to temperature gradients22 but since Drosophila is poikilothermic we expect that lar-
vae will not influence the temperature of the environment. Therefore, we anticipate that larvae recognize either 
vibration signals caused by the moving animal or recognize visual cues. Importantly, larvae appear to incorporate 
information regarding their environment (wide or narrow trench) to initiate an escape response or not. Moreover, 
these data show that larvae are able to avoid collisions specifically.

Larvae have a narrow field of perception. In the SLIT assay evasion behavior is provoked using thin 
trenches. We next assayed larval collision behavior when many larvae moved in community and movements are 
not constrained by a prefigured trench. For this we monitored the simultaneous locomotion of 12 larvae on an agar 
arena (9.5 cm diameter) flanked by a salt barrier to confine larval movements. We first focused on non-colliding 
animals. We defined a field of view for a larva (labeled as L1 in Fig. 1e) with the azimuth of ±  α/2 and r =  10 mm 
(~2 larval lengths). An event is triggered for L1 if another larva enters the field of view (labeled as L2 in Fig. 1e). 
The bending behavior of L1 is then analyzed for several seconds to disclose a possible collision avoidance reaction. 
In a large field of view (α =  90°), almost no change in the mean bending probability can be detected (Fig. 1e,f, 
Supplementary Fig. 1). Upon narrowing of the field of view (α <  20°) there is a marked increase in the bending 
probability 4 seconds after the larvae entered the field of view (p =  0.002 comparing bending at t2sec and t4sec). 
Given that the average locomotion speed of a third instar larva is about one larval length in 5 seconds this corre-
sponds well to the preferred reaction distance we found in the SLIT assay (Fig. 1a–d). Interestingly, no significant 
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increase in the bending rate is noted when larvae approach a dead larva (Fig. 1f, Supplementary Fig. 1) suggesting 
that larvae do not react to the shape of the larvae but rather react to the changing contrast of a moving larva.

Figure 1. Larvae react to moving larvae in a narrow field of perception. (a) Schematic view of the SLIT assay. 
Larvae are placed opposing each other either in a wide (3 mm wide, 2 mm deep) or in a narrow (1.3 mm wide, 
1.5 mm deep) trench. (b) Six still images of a movie showing an evasion reaction at about one larval length 
distance. (c) The evasion reaction depends on the lighting and the width of the trench. In the dark, only 15% 
of the larvae show evasion behavior in the wide trench, whereas 22% of the larvae show an evasion reaction 
in the narrow trench. Under normal light conditions 26% of the larvae show an evasion reaction in the wide 
trench and 47% of the larvae moving in the narrow trench evade. A similar evasion probability is noted when 
larvae crawl towards dead larvae in narrow trenches. When blind larvae (GMR > hid) are placed in the narrow 
trench 22.8% of them show an evasion reaction, whereas 42% of Canton S or 43.5% of white1118 (w1118) larvae 
show an evasion reaction. All reactions were tested to against crawling da > GFP larvae. (d) The distribution 
of distances at which the evasion reaction is initiated. The strongest reaction is initiated at a distance of about 
0.8 larval length. (e) Schematic representation of the larval field of perception. The bending behavior of larva 
L1 is examined for 7 seconds upon entering of L2 in the field of view α  of L1, provided that L2 stays within a 
circle with the radius r. (f) The bending probability in dependence of the field of view. Unconstrained larval 
movement was filmed with 10 frames per second for seven minutes. For each frame the mean bending angle 
and the standard deviation is indicated. The blue lines represent larvae (L1 in (e)) approaching a living larva 
(L2 in (e)), the red lines represent larvae (L1 in (e)) approaching dead larvae (L2 in (e)). Bending analysis was 
performed in dependence of the field of view as defined in (e). When the field of view is ≤ 20° an increase in 
body bending is observed only when approaching living larvae about 3–4 s after the larvae have entered the field 
of view. See Supplementary Fig. 1 for quantification.
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FIM2c allows simultaneous detection of images of different wavelengths. As pointed out above, 
larvae often collide but so far analysis of the collision event was not possible. To precisely study collisions we used 
a novel multi-color imaging system employing frustrated total internal reflection of infrared (IR) and ultraviolet 
(UV) light (FIM2c, Fig. 2)14,15,20. FIM2c allows to simultaneously image distinct genotypes (e.g. GFP+ and GFP−), 
so that two colliding animals can be analyzed (Fig. 2c–e). Due to the physical principles underlying FIM2c, larvae 
are imaged at a high signal-to-noise ratio (Supplementary Movie 2). Even internal organs can be determined 
within these free crawling assays by expressing GFP in a tissue- or cell type-specific manner. For example, we 
used the nrv2-Gal4 driver to express GFP in a small subset of glial cells. In the PNS, only three wrapping glial 
cells express nrv2-Gal4 in every abdominal peripheral nerve23,24 which can be detected using FIM imaging high-
lighting the sensitivity of FIM2c (Fig. 2g, Supplementary Movie 3). Last but not least using FIM2c collisions can be 
resolved and the animals can be studied in unprecedented detail within high throughput assays.

The influence of UV-irradiation on larval locomotion. To rule out possible side effects of UV-light 
on larval locomotion and thus possibly collision behavior, we first tested the effects of different UV-excitation 
strengths. Since the larval visual system is only composed of green- and blue- sensitive photoreceptor neurons 
(Rhodopsin 6 and Rhodopsin 5a), IR irradiation is not expected to affect behavior. Moreover, IR illumination 
does not affect the temperature on the tracking arena14. However, UV-LEDs emit light with a dominant wave-
length of 470 nm, which might induce light avoidance behavior of Drosophila larvae25. In order to identify 
changes in larval locomotion, we determined aberrations in the run behavior by quantifying the accumulated 
distance after 90 seconds. In addition, the number of head sweeps was quantified to determine the probability 
for reorientation events26. We analyzed more than 100 animals each at different UV irradiations ranging from 0 
to 240 lux and detected almost no change in the overall traveled distance (Fig. 2b). Similarly, the probability of 
reorientation events (bending angle ≥ 30° or ≥ 40°) did not change significantly. We only noted a slight increase 
in the number of reorientation events at higher UV irradiation levels (Fig. 2b). Whereas we measured almost 
no influence of constant UV-light on the locomotion of third instar larvae we did observe differences in larval 
reorientation during transitions from light on to light off or vice versa. In our experiments we subsequently used 
a constant lighting intensity of 100 lux. In conclusion, FIM2c allows to image genetically distinct larvae with nearly 
no effects on locomotion behavior.

Figure 2. Imaging of GFP-expressing and non-expressing larvae using FIM2c. (a) The physical principles 
underlying FIM are independent of the wavelength used and work with infrared (IR) and ultraviolet light (UV). 
Reflected IR-light is captured by a camera equipped with an IR filter. UV-light excites GFP fluorescence which 
is detected using a second camera equipped with a UV-filter. Both views are merged into a two-color image. 
(b) Different intensities of UV-light do not significantly affect larval locomotion. (c) Image of a sample movie 
showing the detection of GFP-expressing animals (da-Gal4 > GFP) and wild type animals. The two genotypes 
can clearly be separated. (d) Individual tracks are indicated by different colors. (e) Separation of GFP positive 
and GFP negative animals. (f) IR FIM2c image of a third instar larva (Supplementary Movie 2). (g) UV FIM2c 
image of a larva expressing GFP in the nrv2 pattern. Note that the peripheral nerves can be seen (Supplementary 
Movie 3).
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Larval collision phases. Despite the ability of larvae to induce evasion reactions, we still observe collisions. 
This prompted us to study locomotion behavior during larval collisions and ask whether relevant information 
might be transmitted during contact. We placed six white1118 larvae together with six larvae ubiquitously express-
ing GFP on an agar arena (9.5 cm diameter with salt barrier, ubiquitous GFP expression is mediated by the follow-
ing genotype: daughterless-Gal4 (da-Gal4), UAS-CD8GFP) and allowed the larvae to crawl freely in the absence 
of stimuli for 7 minutes. Imaging was done using FIM2c (Fig. 2). Only collisions between single GFP-expressing 
and single non GFP-expressing animals with no overlays were counted as valid collisions. We extracted more than 
1,400 resolved collisions in total. Larval collisions can be classified based on the duration of larval contacts and 
the duration of traceability before and after the collision. 25% of the collisions are very short and last less than 
0.5 seconds whereas the other collisions last longer (Supplementary Fig. 2). Unless noted, we analyzed the behav-
ior of the white1118 larvae involved in the collision and discarded the information relating to the GFP expressing 
animals.

In the following we extracted 358 distinct collisions from the overall 1,400 collisions that lasted > 0.5 seconds 
with animals traceable and not involved in any other collisions ≥ 1 seconds before and after the analyzed collision 
(Figs 3–5). The median collision length in this set is 2.5 seconds (Supplementary Fig. 3a). Three distinct phases of 
a collision can be defined: (1) a pre-collision phase, (2) a collision phase and (3) a post-collision phase.

In the pre-collision phase, velocity and bending are unchanged from normal undisturbed locomotion 
(Fig. 3a,d blue lines). In this respect it should be noted that all situations analyzed lead to collisions (i.e. larvae 
successfully avoided a collision are not included here).

In the collision phase we noted a characteristic time window during which locomotion speed dropped sig-
nificantly (p <  0.00001, for details see supplementary Fig. 4) but no increase in body bending can be measured 
(Fig. 3b,e, blue lines, Supplementary Movie 4). We named this period KISS phase (German: Kollisions Induziertes 
Stopp Syndrom, or in English: collision induced stop syndrome). The KISS phase lasted usually 1–2 seconds after 
which larvae even when still engaged in a collision event resumed their normal locomotion speed. After the KISS 
phase a slight increase in bending probability could be noted (Fig. 3b,e blue lines).

In the post-collision phase, locomotion speed gradually increased and we noted a short and significant 
increase in the bending probability (Fig. 3c,f blue lines, p <  0.0001, for details see supplementary Fig. 4), which 
initiates the reorientation behavior after the termination of the collision.

Larvae reveal different behaviors in the presence of different collision partners. The stereotypic 
reactions of larvae during as well as shortly after collisions indicate a significant change in behavior caused by the 
touch. To further investigate if this behavior changes due to different collision objects, we generated fluorescent 
artificial larvae (see Materials and Methods). In each trial, six of these artificial larvae were placed in the arena 
together with six unlabeled larvae (w1118) and their collision behavior was assayed. Before collision, bending 
probability and velocity remained constant as observed in collision of living Drosophila larvae (Fig. 3a,d, green 
line, n =  53 collision events). Interestingly, although collisions do not last longer, larval locomotion speed is still 
strongly reduced after the KISS phase (Fig. 3b,e, Supplementary Figs. 3a and 4, Supplementary Movie 5). The 
bending is again only slightly increased after the KISS phase during the collision event but dramatically increases 
in the beginning of the post-collision phase (Fig. 3c–f; p <  0.0001, see supplementary Fig. 4 for details). This 
change in behavior during and after the collision indicates that larvae sense a difference between artificial and 
living collision partners (statistical difference in velocity upon collision with living versus artificial larvae at t1.5sec 
p =  2 ×  10−4, at t2.0sec p =  5 ×  10−8). Most likely distinctive cues are sampled during the KISS phase and integrated 
into subsequent behavior.

To discriminate whether larvae use gustatory or haptic cues and to rule out the influence of locomotion, 
we confronted moving larvae with dead third instar larvae. We placed GFP expressing third instar larvae for  
120 seconds in 60 °C hot air which is expected not to remove or disintegrate the long-chain fatty acid pheromones 
present on the larval cuticle2 and used the dead animals only for one recording. w1118 larvae colliding with dead 
larvae take longer to resume to their normal locomotion speed as compared to collisions with larvae that collide 
with living third instar larvae (Fig. 3b,e, difference living versus dead larvae at t1.5sec and at t2.0sec p =  2× 10−6, see 
Supplementary Movie 6). Moreover, the length of collision time is increased (Supplementary Fig. 3a). In the 
beginning of the post-collision phase, the bending probability is in-between the measurement of animals collid-
ing with artificial or living animals while the normal locomotion speed is resumed (Fig. 3e,f, red line, n =  175). 
These data demonstrate that larvae are able to discriminate their collision partner by gustatory and haptic cues 
independent of motility of the collision object. Again, this discrimination is likely to be sampled during the KISS 
period.

Previous results demonstrated that larvae can use chemical signals to communicate with their neighbors2,6,27. 
Third instar larvae of Drosophila simulans, a closely related fly species, do not generate the chemical cues that are 
attractive to D. melanogaster2. We therefore assayed collisions between D. melanogaster and D. simulans. In this 
paradigm, we tested GFP expressing D. melanogaster during the collision with non GFP expressing D. simulans lar-
vae (n =  179) and compared this to collisions with living w1118 larvae (n =  278). Note that Gal4 expressing animals 
are generally a little faster due to slightly increased body size (compare Figs 3d and 4d). As for all other collision 
events, velocity and bending probability were constant before the collisions (Fig. 4a,d, see supplementary Fig. 4  
for statistical analysis). The KISS period was slightly prolonged and little later initiated when comparing velocity 
during collision of D. melanogaster GFP-expressing larvae with D. simulans or D. melanogaster larvae (Fig. 4e; 
pt1.5sec =  0.5; pt2.0sec =  0.009). In addition, the median collision length is prolonged comparing D. melanogaster – 
D. simulans with D. melanogaster – D. melanogaster collisions (Supplementary Fig. 3b). Interestingly, when Gal4 
expressing D. melanogaster were confronted with dead w1118 larvae (n =  165), collision length was much longer 
when compared to collision with dead D. simulans larvae (n =  76; pt1.5sec =  0.018; pt2.0sec =  0.002; Supplementary 
Figs 3c,4,5). This suggests that the discrimination between different species can also be achieved during the KISS 
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Figure 3. Collision behavior of third instar Drosophila larvae. (a–f) We extracted 358 valid collisions from 
our database when larval tracks were available one second before and one second after the collision. We plotted 
the median bending angle and its standard deviation (a–c) as well as the median velocity and the standard 
deviation (d–f). Data of larvae involved in collisions with GFP-expressing living larvae are indicated by blue 
lines, larvae involved in collisions with dead larvae are indicated by red lines and larvae involved in collisions 
with artificial larvae are indicated by green lines. (a,d) Before a collision, bending rate and velocity are constant. 
No differences were observed in larvae approaching a living, a dead or an artificial larva. (b,e) During collision, 
a characteristic KISS phase can be noted. Here velocity is reduced but the bending rate is unchanged. Upon 
collision with a living larva (blue lines), bending rate and velocity gradually increased during the collision. 
Upon collision with an artificial larva (green line), the KISS phase is dramatically increased in length. Upon 
collision with a dead larva (red line), intermediate values are found. (c,f) After collision, a short increase in the 
mean bending rate is observed, while the velocity gradually increases to normal levels. Interestingly strongest 
turning rates were noted upon collision with artificial larvae and intermediate turning rates were noted upon 
collision with dead larvae. (g) Stills of movies showing collisions between living Drosophila larvae, between 
living and dead larvae and living and artificial larvae. The red bars connect images showing the KISS phase. 
Time is indicated in seconds. Note, that the time scale is different at the end of the different video sequences 
(underlined in purple). See Supplementary Movies 4–6.
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phase. Physical contact with larvae of different species or with dead larva of the same species increases the dura-
tion of the collision period, indicating an overall less aversive stimulation.

Three phases of larval locomotion when navigating in groups. Larval locomotion is usually classi-
fied into two distinct routines: After a phase of uninterrupted crawling the animals pause for self-induced reori-
entation28–31. FIM2c now allows to add the obstacle-induced COLLISION phase as a novel component of larval 
locomotion. Unrestricted locomotion is the GO phase where regular peristalsis ensures forward movement 
(Fig. 5). Here only micro head bends can be seen. GO phases usually last for several seconds and are followed by a 
REORIENTATION phase characterized by stronger bending at a reduced velocity. The REORIENTATION phase 
triggers a new GO phase. However, a GO phase can also be terminated by a collision event. In case the object appears 
in a relatively narrow field of view the larvae use primarily visual cues to avoid collisions. This is in contrast to a 
report that larvae preferentially move below a group of tethered but still living larvae7. After a COLLISION phase 
a larva cannot directly switch to the GO phase but rather initiates a REORIENTATION phase. The COLLISION 

Figure 4. Drosophila melanogaster larvae react differently to D. simulans larvae. Collision analysis of GFP 
expressing Drosophila melanogaster larvae with either Drosophila simulans larvae or D. melanogaster larvae were 
analyzed as described in (a,d) Before collision, no differences in bending rate or velocity were noted.  
(b,e) During collision, GFP expressing D. melanogaster larvae discriminate between D. melanogaster larvae and 
D. simulans larvae. When colliding with the latter the sampling phase after the KISS phase is more pronounced. 
(c,f) After collision no differences in larval behavior were noted.

Figure 5. Schematic view of larval locomotion behavior. Larval locomotion can be separated into several 
distinct phases. During the go-phase only micro head bends are noted while the animal is moving about one 
larval length in 5 seconds. From the go-phase the animal can proceed to a collision- or to a reorientation-
phase. The reorientation-phase is characterized by pronounced body bends and a reduction in locomotion 
velocity. From the reorientation-phase the animal can proceed to the go-phase. The collision-phase begins with 
a KISS characterized by reduced body bends and reduced velocity. The collision-phase is mostly ended by a 
reorientation-phase.
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phase almost always comprises a KISS phase which differs from a typical REORIENTATION phase. In a KISS phase 
the velocity is reduced as well but no body bending can be measured suggesting a sampling of sensory information.

Discussion
Whenever animals move in dense populations recognition of interaction partners and environment is benefi-
cial. For example, Drosophila larvae show a cooperative burrowing behavior and prefer to pupate with conspe-
cific larvae1–5. Here we studied the interaction of larvae with their surroundings before and during collisions to 
unravel the behavioral programs controlling community influences. For the latter analysis we employed a novel 
multi-target tracking system and found that larvae recognize other larvae in a narrow perceptive field already 
before collision.

Our data demonstrate that larvae can react upon detection of moving animals in a small field of perception 
and may avoid collisions in dependency of lighting and motility of the opposed object. In case a collision occurs, 
the opponent is sampled during a short KISS phase characterized by a “frozen” body posture. During this time 
living D. melanogaster larvae are distinguished from inanimate matter, dead larvae, or other species. The fact 
that D. melanogaster can discriminate D. melanogaster and D. simulans suggests that gustatory cues are utilized. 
Likewise gustatory cues are used to establish social networks in adult Drosophila32. Since D. melanogaster can also 
discriminate living and dead and even artificial opponents we anticipate that haptic cues are sampled as well. If 
neither larva-like sensory nor haptic cues are present (e.g. artificial matter), the KISS phase and thus the sampling 
period is extended.

In a recent report it was shown that larvae are attracted to moving objects in a light dependent manner7. 
Here we presented evidence that larvae rather tend to avoid other living animals provided they move in a narrow 
“field of view”. This corresponds to the structure the Bolwig’s organs embedded in anterior pouches in the head, 
which preferentially detect light coming from the front11. Since larvae react differently to living and dead larvae 
in the trench we anticipate that larvae integrate the changes of visual information over time rather than process 
complex images. In the SLIT assay we provoked collisions by forcing larvae to move onto each other in a precast 
trench. Surprisingly, larvae react different when moving in a narrow or a wide trench. This could indicate that the 
“field of view” is indeed very narrow and in the wide trench larvae do not see each other as often as in the narrow 
trench. Alternatively, larvae also integrate environmental features since pursuing a collision in a trench too small 
for two larvae to pass results in an increase of collision avoidance behavior. A related correlation of body size and 
the environment has been observed to modulate adult walking flies or stick insects that need to bridge a gap or 
in block climbing cockroaches33–35. Thus, knowledge on body size can be calculated by the insect brain and may 
already be present in third instar larvae.

To further test this hypothesis, advanced imaging technologies such as FIM2c as introduced here are of 
great advantage. Although the resolution and the signal-to-noise ratio of most imaging setups is sufficient 
for tracking, the segmentation of individual animals shape fails during a collision event. In combination 
with sophisticated optogenetic or thermogenetic tools36–40 FIM2c allows to use UV-light to modify neuronal 
activity in a temporally controlled manner while simultaneously recording larval behavior (data not shown). 
Higher sensitivity cameras may even allow the detection of GCaMP signals in groups of behaving animals.

The expression of fluorescent markers has been previously used to classify populations of adult Drosophila 
flies within the same experiment41. The Fluorescence Behavioral Imaging (FBI) tracker employs transgenic 
fluorescence and imaging hardware to discriminate courtship partner choice in genetically mixed groups 
of Drosophila but behavior during collisions cannot be addressed by this setup. The idTracker19 generates 
a characteristic optical fingerprint from each animal which allows to maintain identity before and after the 
collision. However, the method is not able to resolve the locomotion pattern during the collision event. 
We have now established a database with 1,400 fully resolved collisions and we envision that this ground 
truth will facilitate further mathematical modeling, including advanced representations like Eigenworms and 
Sequential Monte Carlo methods may lead to stable assignment of identity and posture resolution during 
collision events18,42,43.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that Drosophila larvae react to others and can avoid collisions in a light-
ing dependent manner. However, larvae exhibit reactions only when moving animals appear in a narrow “field 
of view”. In case collisions occur we identified a stereotyped response pattern initiated by a KISS phase that even-
tually leads to the discrimination of living or dead animals and allows the detection of conspecific larvae. This 
suggests, that larvae sample their surroundings for information about other animals while navigating. Most likely 
this information is instructive for behavior also in the natural habitat. Considering the observed community 
effects, the population density has to be taken in account when performing larval locomotion assays. Moreover, 
the fact that larvae behave different in a wide or a narrow trench suggests that cues regarding larval environment 
feed into the execution of complex motor programs.

Material and Methods
Drosophila culture and strains. Drosophila larvae were raised on standard food at 25 °C in a 12 h 
dark-light cycle with 65% humidity. For imaging only third instar wandering stage larvae were collected 116 
hours after egg laying. The following genotypes were used: D. simulans, D. melanogaster white1118, Canton S,  
daughterless-Gal4 (daGal4) driving expression in all tissues, nervana-Gal4 (nrv2Gal4) driving expression in the 
peripheral wrapping glial cells, GMR-Gal4 driving expression in all photoreceptor neurons, UAS-Hid (to drive 
expression of the proapoptotic gene head involution defective (hid). UAS-CD8GFP (to drive expression of a mem-
brane tethered GFP). All fly strains were obtained from the Bloomington stock collection.
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General setup and preparations. Tracking experiments were performed on 0.8% agar in deionized 
H2O. For collision analysis the tracking surface is surrounded by a 2.5% agar barrier in 3M NaCl to keep 
animals confined to the tracking surface. All experiments were performed under room light conditions or in 
darkness. In the FIM2c setup infrared LEDs (HP HSDL-4230) and ultraviolet LEDs (LC503FBL1-15P-A3) 
were installed. The latter light sources have a dominant wavelength of 470 nm. For imaging a stereo-camera 
system is used (two Basler acA2040–25 gm cameras) with appropriate lenses (KOWA LM35HC). Besides the 
IR long pass filter (Schneider Kreuznach IF093), a custom GFP bandpass filter is mounted to the so-called 
GFP camera (AHF BrightLine HC 536/40). Recording and data analysis was carried out using a Fujitsu 
520Celsius workstation. A new FIMTrack software module was created to match the requirements of FIM2c 
(Supplementary Fig. 6; software available at: http://fim.uni-muenster.de). Note, that other and more than two 
colors can be integrated. Quantitative data visualization was done by custom-made MATLAB scripts. The 
non-parametrical Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney-Test implemented in MATLAB was used as statistical test since a 
Gaussian distribution cannot be assumed.

FIM2c specific principles of illumination and recording. In the FIM2c setup, light from both light 
sources enters the acrylic glass and is completely reflected at the glass / agar / air boundary as long as the angle 
of incidence is below the critical angle14,15,20. At the agar / larva transition light of both wavelengths enters the 
semi-translucent animal. The scattered infrared light is captured by an IR camera as described previously14. The 
UV light that enters the animals excites GFP which is detected by the GFP camera. This principle, as well as 
resultant images from both views, is given in Fig. 2a. Both cameras are monochrome cameras resulting in two 
monochrome detections, namely all animals in the IR image and GFP emissions in the GFP image. These meas-
urements are merged into a RGB image whereas the red channel is used to store the IR image and the green 
channel is used to store the GFP image20.

2-Color collision resolution algorithm. The following conditions must be satisfied in order to 
resolve collisions within the FIM2c system: Only two larvae participate within the collision, and one of the 
two animals must express GFP. In contrast to the algorithm described14, too big contours are not rejected 
and instead, the larvae participating in this collision are determined20. All larvae from time t −  1 having at 
least one point within the collision contour at time t are identified as participants. Collisions are assumed 
to be resolvable as long as only two larvae are involved in the collision and one of the two larvae is a GFP 
larva (bGFP = true). The other larva has to be a non-GFP expressing animal (bGFP =  false). All collisions that 
are not satisfying both conditions are rejected. Resolvable collision contours are processed by first splitting 
the 2-color image into the red and green channel to segment the contour of the GFP expressing animal. All 
pixels within this collision contour are assumed to belong to the GFP larvae, all other pixels belong to the 
other animal. Afterwards, these contours can be used to calculate all features as described14,20. The result 
viewer tool from FIMTrack was used to validate the contour detection during collision resolution (> 1,000 
collisions).

Generation of artificial larvae. We melted plastic hot sticks (Pattex PTK 56) and mixed it with fluorescein 
(Sigma). Threads of approximately 0.5 mm diameter were pulled out of the melted plastic and were cut into 5 mm 
long artificial larvae which after washing, were used in all experiments.

Single larvae impact trench (SLIT) assay. To obtain trenches in the tracking arena we positioned thin 
and wide glass negatives of the desired trench into an agar slab casting tray. The slits were 5 cm long and 3 ×  2 or 
1.3 ×  1.5 mm in diameter respectively. Several slabs were cut from casks each containing one trench and simul-
taneously imaged.
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